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Preface
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science presents selected papers from 10th International Symposium on
Stabilization, Safety, and Security of Distributed Systems. We received 20 papers of which 7 were selected for this special
issue. Of these, the first four focus mainly on the topic of stabilization. The next two focus on system models and the last
paper focuses on stabilization and security.
The first paper ‘‘A self-stabilizing 23 approximation algorithm for the maximum matching problem" by Fredrik Manne,
Morten Mjelde, Laurence Pilard and Sébastien Tixeuil, focuses on the development of stabilizing solution to the matching
program. The matching problem begins with a large set of disjoint edges in a graph. The goal is to find a maximal subset of
edges such that no two edges share a common vertex. Applications of matching problem include the problem of assigning
tasks to workers or creating pairs of entities. The latter lends itself well to a distributed network, since processes in the
network may need to choose exactly one neighbor to communicate with. Previous work has resulted in self-stabilizing
algorithms for computing a maximal 12 approximation matching in a general graph and
2
3 approximation for specific graph
types. In this work, authors extend previous results to obtain the first stabilizing algorithm for finding a 23 approximation
to the maximummatching problem in a general graph. The running time for this algorithm is O(n2) rounds and potentially
exponential in the number of steps.
The second paper ‘‘A new analysis of a self-stabilizing maximum weight matching algorithm with approximation ratio
2" by Volker Turau and Bernd Hauck, focuses on a related problem of maximum (weight) matching. While maximal
matching focuses on ensuring that no edge can be added (without creating a common vertex) to the existing set, maximum
matching focuses on identifying the matching with maximum size. Thus, every maximummatching is a maximal matching
but the reverse is not true. Additionally, this paper associates a weight with every edge. Hence, the paper focuses on
maximum weight matching, i.e., identifying a set of matching edges such that their collective weight is largest. Since
finding the maximumweight matching is expensive to compute, authors focus on approximate matching where the weight
of the selected matching is within a factor of 2 of the maximum matching. Additionally, this paper contributes a new
analysis, improving these bounds considerably. In particular they show that the algorithm stabilizes afterO(nm) steps under
centralized scheduler.
In the third paper, ‘‘Self-stabilizing leader election in optimal space under an arbitrary Scheduler" by Ajoy K. Datta,
Lawrence L. Larmore and Priyanka Vemula, the authors present a silent stabilizing algorithm (called SSLE) for leader election
in a connected bi-directional network with unique IDs. Leader election is one of the fundamental problems in distributed
computing and focuses on determining a unique process to be the leader (coordinator). Authors improve on previous
algorithms to demonstrate the feasibility of solving silent stabilization with O(log n) space per process and O(n) rounds,
against unfair daemonwhere n is the number of processes. Moreover, the authors’ algorithm achieves these properties even
if the value of n is not known to the processes themselves.
In the fourth paper, ‘‘Stabilization of max–min fair networks without per-flow state" by Jorge A. Cobb and Mohamed
G. Gouda, the authors focus on max–min fairness for data flows in a given network. Specifically, they focus on assigning
the largest possible bandwidth to a given flow without affecting other flows. Moreover, in this work, no per flow state is
maintained. Hence, the amount of information maintained at a router is independent of the number of flows. Furthermore,
this algorithm is also stabilizing, i.e., even if the data maintained by the algorithm is corrupted, the bandwidth allocation
returns to the normal operating state.
In the fifth paper, ‘‘The Asynchronous Bounded-Cyclemodel" by Peter Robinson andUlrich Schmid, the authors introduce
the asynchronous bounded cycle (ABC)model. Thismodel bounds the ratio of the number of forward and backward oriented
messages in relevant cycles in the space-time diagram of an asynchronous execution. Authors show that algorithms such
as clock synchronization and lock-step rounds can be implemented in the ABC model. They further demonstrate a novel
method to prove these algorithms where they assign certain message delays to asynchronous executions and apply Farkas’s
theorem of linear inequalities and a non-standard cycle space of graphs. Authors also introduce several weaker variants of
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the ABCmodel and relate them to existing work on partially synchronous systemmodels in particular to the classical model
of Dwork, Lynch and Stockmayer.
In the sixth paper, ‘‘Synchronous consensus under hybrid process and link failures" by Martin Biely, Ulrich Schmid
and Bettina Weiss, authors introduce a comprehensive hybrid failure model for synchronous distributed systems. In this
model, every process is allowed to commit communication faults (send and/or receive) upto a certain bound without
being considered faulty. In this paper, the authors show that several well-known synchronous consensus algorithms can be
adapted towork under thismodel, provided that the number of processes required for tolerating process failures is increased
by a factor that depends upon the number of faults that a process is allowed to commit. This result is surprising given that
consensus in the presence of unrestricted link failures and mobile (moving) process omission failures is impossible.
In the seventh paper, ‘‘Secure and self-stabilizing clock synchronization in sensor networks" by Jaap-Henk Hoepman,
Andreas Larsson, Elad M. Schiller, and Philippas Tsigas, the authors develop a secure and stabilizing algorithm for clock
synchronization in sensor networks. This problem is motivated by the observation that in a sensor network, correct clocks
often have arbitrary starting offset and nondeterministic skews. Moreover, any attempt by the sensors to synchronize their
clocks can be disturbed by an adversary who could intercept old messages and replay them at a later time or who could
capture and impersonate other sensors. Authors present an efficient clock-sampling algorithm that tolerates such attacks
by the adversary as well as communication errors such as message collision and message loss.
Wewould like to thank the TCS-A/B Editor-in-Chiefs Giorgio Ausiello and Don Sannella and theManaging Editors Ioannis
Havoutis and Cristina-Adriana Alexandru for their help in preparing this special issue. Also, we wish to thank the referees
for their thorough and thoughtful reviews, and most of all, the authors for their papers.
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